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What year does to kill a mockingbird take place

To Kill a Mockingbird was held in Maycomb, Alabama, from 1933 to 1935. These years put the events of the novel at twice as important periods in American history: the Great Depression and the Jim Crow era. The Great Depression is reflected in poverty, which affects all Maycomb residents. Even finches, who are objectively better than
many other citizens in the area, are ultimately poor and live within the means at their disposal. The years described in the novel also fall within the much longer period of time that modern historians often call the Jim Cron era. This term describes the time from the late 19th century to the mid-1960s, when blacks in the United States could
no longer be held in slavery, but laws limited the social, political and economic opportunities available to black citizens. We must remember that when Harper Lee wrote the novel in the late 1950s, the Great Depression was over, but Jim Crow laws were still present in a significant part of the American South. Scout describes the city as
old, tired and suffocating. In addition to the fact that these descriptions are literally appropriate, these descriptions also apply to the finer social aspects of the city. The city is doomed, Atac can say sick, of social prejudice in general, and in particular racism in particular. Maycomb is also sharply divided along geographical lines. While more
prosperous families like the finch live in large houses near the city centre, the Ewells live in a spoiled hut near the dump, out of sight of the rest of the city, except at Christmas, when people drive their trees and rubbish to the dump. The only other homes in this area are the booths where black families live, indicating that the city is racially
and economically isolated. Ewells lack basic needs such as running water and insulation, and they often feed into the food dump. Every city the size of Maycombe has families like the Ewells family, Scout says, suggesting that economic inequality is endemic to the region. To Kill a Mockingbird took place in the years 1933 to 1935, during
the Great Depression and the era of Jim Crow laws. We know that the year the novel opens (when Scout doesn't talk about Jem's hand) is 1933. In the opening, Scout describes Maycomb and says Maycomb County was recently told that he had nothing to fear but fear itself (page 6). This is from President Roosevelt's inaugural speech in
March on Chapter 1933.In 20 during the trial, Atticus said: In this year of grace in 1935, there was a tendency for certain people to use this phrase out of context to satisfy all conditions. The first sentence The book says: When he was almost 13, my brother Jem broke badly on the elbow. A few pages later, the beginning of the story
begins, and a sentence reads: When I was almost six and Jem was almost ten, our summer boundaries were... From this it can be established that the story took place from 1933 to 1935.The events of the story itself began when Dill Harris arrived in Maycomb, which was the summer of 1933. Jem Finch was impressed that Dill had seen
Dracula (which premiered in 1931) and Scout mentioned that Maycomb had recently been told they were not afraid but fear itself, which was in FDR's first speech in early 1933 after his election in 1932. Two-and-a-half years later, the trial in the summer of 1935 and the Salem of the same year ended in history. The story ran from 1933 to
1935 during the Great Depression. The novel was published in 1960. approximatley what year the story is held set by ashley b #235865 on 3/9/2012 5:37 PM Last updated by jill d #170087 on 3/9/2012 5:43 Add your Responses from jill d #170087 on 3/9/2012 5:43 pm3 determination (time) · 1933–1935 · The fictional city of Maycombe,
Alabama +1000 on Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today. Terms and Conditions: Privacy─AdChoices─RSS─HelpFor Community Response Guidelines for Knowledge Leaders Partners and Levels Known Feedback ─ +100Hoent responses from Yahoo and get 100 points today. Terms─ Privacy─AdChoices─RSS─HelpFor information
about the community of respondents and levelsEnd Feedback , answer by Michael B #770964 on 3/18/2018 9:03 PM The question and answer are wrong. While it's true that Lee doesn't offer a specific year for the beginning of the story in To Kill a Mockingbird, Atakus's summary of the jury's trial of Tom Robinson includes the comment
that There is a tendency in this year of grace, 1935, for some people to use that phrase out of context to meet all the conditions (Lee 233-34). This clearly shows that one day the trial against Robinson took place in the summer of 1935. It's summer because Dill didn't show up in the summer as he had previously had two summers, but then
he shows up after he escapes, so he's in the presence of the Scout and Jem trial. The story begins with the summer that Dill first arrived at Maycomb, when Scout was... almost six and Jem was almost ten (6) and ended the night when Jem's arm was broken When he was almost 13, my brother Jem broke badly on the elbow (3). Using a
deduction and insightful observation of references to time while the novel was being read, it should be noted that the novel began in the summer of 1933 and ended in October 1935. 1. We get Jem and Scout heading to town on Saturday during the school year to spend Jem's money on their twelfth birthday when they have a date with
Mrs. Dubose. Jem's explosive reaction to Ms. Dubose's less-than-contented comment about the way home from the store included the destruction of camellias, a plant that often blooms in winter in the destructive outburst of American Jem, leading to her reading it to Ms. Dubose for a month. After a month, his disciplinary punishment
ended, and in Scout's next sentence he wrote:This spring was good: (126). A month later, when Ms. Dubois passed away just before the second part of the novel began, And Scout reported that Jem was 12 and behaving strangely. After her death, Ms. Dubois bequeathed Jem's camel bloom, reminiscent of the ineffective attempt to kill the
camellias. If one of them notes that Jem was almost 13 when he accompanied Scout home after the Halloween contest, and yet earlier he and Scout went to town to spend their birthday money a month or two before Scout mentioned spring, then the reader was left with only that Jem's birthday was happening somewhere between
November and maybe February, which is a long time. Regardless, Dill appeared at the beginning of the novel in the summer, the process took place in the summer of 1935, and the end of the novel was Halloween a few months after the trial. Lee, Harper. To kill a mockingbird. 35th Anniversary, Harper Collins Publishing House, 1995,
New York. Copyright 1960 by Harper Lee, J.B. Livpinot Society, 1960. To Kill a Mockingbird took place in the small fictional town of Maycomb, Alabama, during the three years of the Great Depression. Scout describes it as a tired old town, later descriptions show that Maycombe is a slow, boring city with nothing to do with it. For example,
Scout says about the mood of the city there was no rush, because there was nowhere to go, nothing to buy and no money to buy it, nothing to see outside the borders of the Maycombe country. It is based in monroeville, Alabama. Finch's home is on S. Alabama Avenue, as neighbors with the Haverford family and with Ms. Dubose. Across
the street, Miss Macie Atkinson, Miss Stephanie Crawford and Mr Avery. On the corner of Oak St and Drury Rd is Radley's house. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. Sounds like autumn and winter to me.   Victo - first develop your theme sentence; then write a description with the
supporting evidence to support your sentence theme. If you want to help you more with this question, please click on Post a new question and ask for more specific help.   Thank you =) Explain scouts reasoning about her swearing smoothly. Why So much... 9
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